The Industrial Revolution lead to the invention of the factory and powered a huge growth in industrial towns. Completely changing Britain's landscape and the way that...

Britain's industrial cities become holiday hotspots | UK ... Now some of Britain's largest industrial cities are enjoying a new lease of life as “hip and fashionable” international tourist destinations, a survey reveals today. Although London and Edinburgh...

Public Health During the Industrial Revolution

Over the course of the Industrial Revolution, mortality rates in Britain fell significantly and people started living longer. This might be surprising given that the newly crowded cities were rife with disease and illness—urban death rates were higher than rural death rates—but overall health improvements and better diets due to improved food production and livable wages offset that.

Life in Great Britain during the Industrial Revolution underwent rapid social and economic changes due to the impact of the Industrial Revolution. In 1773 Manchester was a market-town with a population of 27,000. Businessmen began building factories in the town because of Manchester’s large population and local coal deposits.

Manchester and London are both two early industrial cities of Britain and it is still in the reign supreme ... the Machester , Liverpool and Bristol are the fast becoming rival attraction to the body with no risk and trouble of it.

Population Growth and Movement in the Industrial Revolution

Over the course of the Industrial Revolution, mortality rates in Britain fell significantly and people started living longer. This might be surprising given that the newly crowded cities were rife with disease and illness—urban death rates were higher than rural death rates—but overall health improvements and better diets due to improved food production and livable wages offset that.

Explore our Industrial Heritage | Historic England

The world’s first iron bridge was erected over the River Severn in 1779. Britain’s best-known industrial monument, the bridge gave its name to the spectacular weaved gorge which, though now tranquil, was once an industrial powerhouse and the cradle of the Industrial Revolution. More on Iron Bridge. J W Evans Silver Factory, Birmingham

Manchester’s Industrial Decline

Manchester, which rose to prominence in the early 19th century, is undergoing new life as an international tourist destination. A new wave of developers is transforming the city and bringing new energy and investment to the area.

Lamb, who describes Britain's long distance railway, the Great Western between London and Bristol, also described the first ex-urban, proper rail link across the city from the city to the Oxford. The bridge, over the Avon Gorge, is the symbol of Bristol.

Public health during the industrial revolution, one important impact of the industrial revolution (such as the use of coal, iron, and steam) was rapid urbanization, as new and expanding industry caused villages and towns to swell, sometimes into vast cities. The Port of Liverpool, for example, rose from a population of a couple thousand to many tens of thousands in the space of a century.

New service of Britain's largest railway companies are enjoying a new lease of life as "hip and fashionable" international travel destinations, a survey reveals today. Although London and Edinburgh...